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Digitech Systems PaperVision 
Capture R90
Outstanding Data Capture &  
Workflow Solution

Streamlining business-critical processes and turning data into actionable information 
are key goals for any forward-looking organization. PaperVision Capture, from Digitech 
Systems, is an enterprise-class document capture and workflow solution that can help 
companies achieve those goals by extracting data from both paper and electronic 
documents and delivering that information to where it’s needed.

PaperVision Capture delivers all of the features one would expect of an advanced 
capture/workflow solution, while the platform’s advanced Business Rules modules 
automate tedious business processes to improve efficiency. Even more notable is 
the fact that Digitech Systems’ developers have been in the vanguard of bringing AI 
technology to bear on the challenges of document extraction and classification, and 
it comes to fruition in the optional Forms Magic module. Rather than relying solely 
on traditional optical character recognition (OCR), Forms Magic technology delivers 
the ability to “learn” the types of structured documents an organization receives and 
to intelligently group like documents together based on a range of parameters and 
commonalities. 

Digitech Systems PaperVision Capture R90 has been 
honored with a BLI 2019 Pick award as Outstanding 
Data Capture & Workflow Solution from the analysts 
at Buyers Lab thanks to its:

• Productivity-enhancing features such as custom 
workflows, batch-processing of similar jobs, and 
automatic batch splitting

• Complete selection of modules cover the full range 
of capture needs and let each organization tailor a 
solution to its unique requirements

• Available Forms Magic module that uses Artificial 
Intelligence to parse and process documents

• Business Rules that simplify processing for specific 
tasks such as accounts payable or healthcare 
claims
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Keypoint Intelligence is a one-stop shop for the digital imaging industry. With our 
unparalleled tools and unmatched depth of knowledge, we cut through the noise of data 
to offer clients the unbiased insights and responsive tools they need in those mission-
critical moments that define their products and empower their sales.

For over 50 years, Buyers Lab has been the global document imaging industry’s resource 
for unbiased and reliable information, test data, and competitive selling tools. What 
started out as a consumer-based publication about office equipment has become an all-
encompassing industry resource. In a landscape that’s ever evolving, we change with it.

About Keypoint Intelligence - Buyers Lab

Buyers Lab Document Imaging Software Picks stand alone in the industry and are hard-
earned awards as they are based on rigorous testing, including evaluation of key attributes 
such as features, usability, and value. Each product that passes our lab test earns Buyers 
Lab’s Platinum, Gold, Silver, or Bronze rating, with the best performers qualifying as Pick 
contenders.
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“PaperVision Capture addresses many of the problems that companies face when trying 
to combine paper and electronic records into a coherent and reliable data flow,” said 
Jamie Bsales, Director of Solutions Analysis for Keypoint Intelligence. “Its combination of 
traditional features and advanced automation and AI technologies make it unique among 
capture platforms Buyers Lab has tested.” 
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